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Abstract

Fluctua4on of conserved charges is important tool for studying the proper4es of QCD phase structures in high-energy nuclear collisions.
Previously, the STAR experiment has reported the energy dependence of the cumulants of net-proton, net-charge and net-kaon
distribu4ons in Au+Au collisions at RHIC. Non-monotonic energy dependence has been observed in the 4th-order net-proton ﬂuctua4ons
in the top 5% central Au+Au collisions at RHIC. In this poster, we report the eﬃciency-uncorrected collision energy and centrality
dependence of net-proton higher moments for Cu+Cu collisions at √sNN= 22.4, 62.4 and 200 GeV at RHIC.

Eﬃciency Uncorrected Cumulants

Introduc4on
Ø Higher moments of the distribu4on of conserved quan44es are
predicted to be sensi4ve to the correla4on length, and thus are
suitable for the search for the QCD cri4cal point[1,2,3].
Ø Main observables:
Volume independent cumulant ra4os:
Ø Cumulant ra4os of Cu+Cu collisions from RHIC similar to those of
the Au+Au collisions present a new opportunity to measure the
system size dependence[4].

Par4cle Iden4ﬁca4on

Ø The cumulants of proton, an4-proton and net-proton mul4plicity
distribu4ons linearly increase with the number of par4cipant.

Eﬃciency Uncorrected Cumulant Ra4os

Ø PID: Energy Loss (dE/dx) in
the Time Projec4on Chamber
is used to iden4fy protons
within 0.4<pT<0.8 (GeV/c) and
|y|<0.5.
Ø The ra4os of proton, an4-proton are close to unity.

Summary
Centrality Determina4on

Ø Collision centrality was es4mated
via the charged par4cle mul4plicity.
Ø In order to avoid auto-correla4ons,
(an4)protons were excluded from
centrality es4ma4on.

Ø The eﬃciency-uncorrected cumulants and their ra4os of netproton have been measured in Cu+Cu collisions at √sNN=22.4,
62.4 and 200 GeV.
Ø The values of C2/C1(C3/C2) of net-proton increase (decrese)
with increasing collision energy, while the C4/C2 values are ﬂat
as a func4on of energy.
Ø Eﬃciency correc4ons and systema4c uncertainty es4ma4on
are in progress.
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